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Abstract 

 
This paper is a continuous study of the registration server system using a previous created real-

time simulation application for my working product- T-Mobile Digits’ registration server system 

- an Enterprise-level solution ensembles Skype for Business, but with a sizable testing user pool. 

 

As a standard system design normally includes the hardware infrastructure, computational logics 

and its own assigned rules/configures, and as all the complex system, a well-set server structure 

is the kernel for no matter testing or commercial purpose.  The challenges are real and crucial for 

both business success besides the concerns of access capability and security. It will begin with 

the discussion of the server-side architecture and the current functional workflows. However, the 

problematic project is facing stalling issues of the registration system whenever the automation 

tests deploys, or the pressure tests are happening. 

 

The project norms are based on my previous study, current study after architecture refactor and 

enterprise server function reporting tool: Splunk. 

 

I will create a new hypothesis of the mathematical model/formula towards the new architecture 

and will retrieve the most of simulation skeleton formed from last semester by introducing new 

variables and new model for the performance comparisons. 

 

This project will finalize the study from the last semester and evaluate the server performance 

under the new architecture. Also, I will try to explore and compare the performances before and 

after the structure level refactors in the server architecture design, which is in achieving to 

provide comparison to the system architects or other stakeholders and help them to explore the 

possible improvements of the current registration server system. 

 

The ultimate goal of the study remains the same: I am seeking opportunities to analyze over 

current problematic flows and achieving making betterments to the product and I expect to make 

theoretical suggestions to better for the current workflow and logic structure of the current 

registration server system so that the server would be more durable for automation tests and 

malicious attacks.  

 

 

 

Keyword -- Simulation; Server Simulation; Registration Server System; System Design and 

Architecture; Architecture Refactor;  Performance Comparison; Data Analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 

As the third U.S. largest wireless carrier and provider, T-Mobile released its DIGITS product on 

May 25, 2017 as an additional service to current customers with valid consumer level voice 

lines. The product helps users to get access to their phone lines while the devices are absent or 

other special circumstances.  

 

 
 

I’ve been working as a software engineer for the last 3 years in T-Mobile DIGITS team, in where 

we are seeking for the ultimate business solutions for individual, small business and enterprise 

level customers. 

 

As a matter of fact, our team is fundamentally supported by the telecommunication industry and 

T-Mobile’s infrastructures.  In addition to that, the browser and desktop client team I am in is 

nested to a gigantic network with multiple gateways. 

 

Backend teams are held accountable for providing the relentless telecommunication services, and  

the client ends for the users are extending the backend services from the cloud,  and  the users 

will be able to reach their contacts, messages, calls, voicemails and other information both from 

the via their cell phones or the client applications with the web or cell data connection.  
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We initiated DIGITS enterprise (E-Digits) solution in 2017 soon after the T-Mobile DIGITS’ 

release. The enterprise project is much more scalable in the size and much more complicated in 

functionalities and backends’ services. The project is now with a gigantic skeleton with many 

kinds of backend servers, which provides all kinds services to the user client. During the last 

three years, I witnessed the server upgrading from one single small project becoming a multiple-

servers system.  

 

The registration service should be the initial and the most important service for the all the 

feasible services lined up afterwards in this project.  

 

I believe no user would like to use any product having hard time to sign-in, which is an utterly 

disappointing user experience. However, we are still facing countless registration failures and 

stalling during the tests and real-life practices.  

 

This behavior not only prevents the users from using the application, but also blocks the 

developers to function smoothly on all the nodes. 

 

I’m expecting to use the built simulation of registration server system from the other course to 

run multiple variables to study, analyze and understand the registration system better, thus, to 

make meaningful recommendations and updates to the registration system. 

 

Therefore, I decide to choose to study the registration server system for my GRAD695 class.   
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2. Backgrounds 

2.1 General Server Information 
The registration server system is a multiple-servers system with a load balance with the 

architecture as shown below: 

 

  
Sample of Multiple Servers with a Load Balancer 

 

The current system includes 1 load balancer and 5 processing servers, which are all 

connected by the gateway service like WebRTC gateways. The system is designed to deal 

with the maximum capacity of 30,000 users with 5 instances of signed-in devices each.  

 

A normal healthy registration session will be kept alive for two hours, and upon each session 

expiration, the client will either resend another registration request to renew the active user 

instance of registration on the same server or log out the user if any node is not responding. 

Exception applies when the system got stock, in idle or other error. The user session will be 

still retrievable exceeds 2 hours in rare chances. 

 

When the user tried to register to our application, the request will be sent to the load balancer 

before sorting and being redirected to the assigned processing servers. The load balancer will 

load the user information and analyze if the user is a primary user or a tenant-free user and 

deciding to send the user’s request to the pre-designated servers or not.  

 

If the first processing server accepting the request, the registration process will start being 

piled up at queue on the certain server, other wisely, the request will be sent back to load 

balancer and seek another viable servers until the request being processed or finalized with 

response like:  bad request or server not available. 

 

The load balancer collects responses from the processing servers to compute the remaining 

capacity and to log the location of certain user the registration information from signed-in 

server while sending the requests. 

 

Normally, in a WebRTC system, after the registration request got successful response, the 

channel subscription or WebSocket notification channel will be established for the registered 

users between the clients and the registration server end.  
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The client will keep pinging POST request to the system bridge to make sure the notification 

channels is open and in health condition while making sure the registered user is successfully 

registered to the registration system. 

 

And we don’t have to worry about send the responses all the way back client and will 

normally form a success response {status: “200 ok”}. 

 

Each of the processing server has the capacity of dealing and holding about 100,000 access 

nodes/requests individually, which means in the flawless condition, the system should be 

able to provide services to 41,666 users at the same time. 

  

This is calculated by 5 instances of signed-in, the nodes will be doubled if the session get 

renewed, and with the 6th instance signed-in of retiring the first idle session or directly turns 

the request down since the user already has 5 active sessions. 

 

2.2 Current Workflow 
The current problematic request flow is showing as following: 

 
Figure 1. DFD Level 0 Chart for Registration Server System 

 

In the database level, all the users are identified by the primary key namely as TUID, and 

most of the enterprise-level users should be bound with a tenant domain, which makes them 

the primary user of the system. 

 

Ideally, the primary users’ requests will only be sent to the designated fast-queued or 

prioritized servers, the random/tenant-free/guest users’ requests will be sent to the random 

available servers. However, since of the pre-assignment of the servers, the primary used may 

end up waiting longer than the tenant-free users since the piled queue time is longer than the 

random servers. 

 

Theoretically, each HTTP request can take from 20ms up to 7000ms to be transmitted to the 

load-balance server, and the requests will be queued in the load balancer before assigned to 

the processing servers. 

 

Assumingly, the transmission inside the registration system is about 40ms for each request, 

and the registration processing time without queues could be within 1 second.  
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In the worst scenario, the user is experiencing 7000ms (7 seconds) each way of sending the 

request and receiving the request response and was turned down four times since all the 

previous four servers were with full capacity (40ms * 10 + 1000ms * 5) = 5400ms, which is 

5.4 seconds. 

 

Excluding the extreme conditions like complete internet outage, the server should be able to 

make response to the user within 20 seconds; however, the traffic could be piled up if 30,000 

users are trying to renews their session spontaneously, which is always happening, when the 

quality analysts are making automation tests or if the malicious users are trying to overflood 

the registration server. 

 

Besides all the things mentioned above, the automation tests are normally performed every 

other day on the weekday afternoon starting 1PM PST. And so far, we have encountered 

uncountable occasions for all the developers hopelessly waiting the whole afternoon and 

wished for the registration system to be working properly, which means all the users are 

trying to register 5 instances and tried to additional registrations all the time to test the 

durability of the servers. 

 

On the normal days, we have about 97% the initial registration successful rate; however, we 

only have around 72% passing rate of renew registration if high volume of requests were sent 

simultaneously.  

 

In the fine weather, the registration process will take less than 10 seconds to redirect the user 

to the client application, since the above-mentioned reasons, the client still sets up the logics 

for tolerating 30 seconds as the maximum waiting time for the registration.   

 

2.3 Proposed Workflow and Architecture 
 

From the two model study result of Fall 2019,  the Model 1 suggested that the non-primary 

servers are always in critical condition to process requests for the non-primary (non-

enterprise) users, and there were no major differences if we terminate the servers 

designations since the Primary users are always in prior queues, which means that the Model 

1 in the below content is no longer a suggestion model for checking the registration server 

health condition, and the performance issue may due to an upper level structure and request 

dispense logic. 

 

Model 2 did reflect the actual result of the Processing Queue Time using a meaningful 

method; however, the result is not really ideal since according to the current workflow, most 

requests are bouncing between registration servers to the load balancer internally which 

delays the final response to the users. At the same time, the registration services will 

consume several external requests, which also adds the latency for the server response queue 

time. 

 

Therefore, according to those results, I suggested the team to form  a developing/testing pool 

with 300 user accounts and started a new virtual registration server system using the new 

skeleton of the registration server architecture design which split the functions on the load 
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balance server by adding switch nodes and a database over the old structure before the load 

balance and after the performance of the registration servers. 

 
Graph 1. New Proposed Request Model 

 

The new registration server system architecture is showed as following: 

  

 
Figure 2. Experimental Registration Server DFD Level 0 chart 
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By using this new added switch server, the requests are quickly sorted by a direct request to 

collaboration server for a self-check and accessing to the file system interface which accesses 

to the Central Database to validate the user’s registration information and also validate 

requests to achieve a quick response to the user.  

 

In this new architecture, a new flag is added as a part of the user registration information 

object, which will increase the count of the registered devices (registered or in-progress) to 

enable the multi-threads. This flag will also work with client session and client friendly name 

to remove the duplication of the requests, which will decrease the actual requests going to the 

Load Balancer, who dispenses the tasks to the registration servers. 

 

Since the Load Balancer server is no longer filtering the requests for duplication requests and 

only deals the bouncing requests to find the server availabilities, which simplifies and 

promotes its performance of internal requests between the Load Balancer and the 

Registration Servers as all the incoming requests are validated and there are no longer need 

for filtering the requests which exceed the limit per accounts. 

 

The process of dealing each request is expected to be consumed more internally instead of 

externally. 

 

 

Theoretically, any new request will need a pair of external processing for incoming request 

and outgoing response while accessing the Switch server. With less frequent external 

requests exchange between the client to the registration server, the user would expect to 

know if they are able to register faster even with a much slower tethering network than the 

ideal network speed. 

 

Afterwards, the logic split at the switch server: 

 

If the requests are invalid, the user would almost immediately know the result with no 

stalling by simply query through the Collaboration Server to the Central Database, which is 

about 1 second or 2 in the worst scenario. (First Logic Split End) 

 

If the requests are valid, then, it will be forwarded to the Load Balancer, which will lately 

dispense the requests to the available server. Similar to the process of the current existing 

workflow, the requests will be queued in the Load Balancer and bounce between the Load 

Balancer and the Registration Servers until they are processed. Since all the requests are 

handled internally in a much simpler version and no longer required to response to the user 

directly, the processing time will be shortened as well. 

 

Finally, the registration servers are done with the request, and final result of registration or 

timeout cut response will be updated to the switch and updated to the Central Database and 

the users.  (Second Logic Split End) 
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The estimated processing time for the Second Logic Split will at least including two internal 

processing, two external processing, two switch processing and two data query processing 

with or without entering the Load Balancer fore registration. 

 

After entering the Load Balancer, the requests are going through the maximum failure 

allowance for failure retries or exit with preliminary timeout.   
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3. Models 
 

There are three models formed and used  for simulating the registration server system, however, 

only Model 2 and Model 3 will be used for the current study. 

 

The first model is for estimating whether the processing server has met its ultimate capacity 

(Model 1), this model will perform a logic computing and produce a Boolean value for 

responding the load balance whether the registration request can be processed eventually in the 

server.  

 

The second model is an mathematical model for calculating the queued time to the load balance 

accessing to the processing servers to tell whether it is still needs to be waiting that long to let the 

client know the expected waiting time instead of timed-out the requests too early (Model 2). 

 

The third model  

 

3.1 Model 1: Processing Server Capacity and Health Condition Test (Deprecated Model) 
 

This model has been deprecated since the previous study result shows that the random 

servers for non-primary users are always in critical health condition as a result of the 

primary users are always lifted to a prior queue.  

 

Therefore, cancelling the server designation will not improve the current registration server 

performance and the server designation actually guarantee the stable services provide to the 

primary users which is the major paid users of the whole user pool. 

 

The part of study is still presented in this article for the trace of previous study and explains 

the necessary of introducing the new system architecture. 

 

As mentioned in the Backgrounds, all the users can sign-in up to 5 devices, and several 

designated servers are prioritizing for the primary users, while the rest have no preferences of 

the user types. 

 

The attention-grabbing part of the Model 1 is the pre-assigned partitioned percentage for the 

primary users when the servers is run as the designated servers for the Primary Users. 

 

The Primary Users can take up the whole designated servers if needed or requested. In this 

condition, the Tenant-Free Users shouldn’t be registered to the pre-designated server at all. 

But normally, the Tenant-Free Users will occupy only the nodes if the Pre-assigned 

Partitioned Percentage for Tenant Free Users was not fully met. (100% minus Pre-assigned 

Partitioned Percentage for Primary Users).   

 

In the extreme cases, if a user signed-in five devices, the renewed requests are all processing 

at the same time, and the same account is trying on the 6th device, which means the user are 

taking up to  

(5*2) +1 = 11 accessing nodes 
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Therefore, a formula can be formed as: (2*r+1) 

 

In the Model 1, I assume that if one user has been registered on one certain processing server, 

all his/her signed-in instances should be registered on the same registration server. 

 

Therefore, the actual maximum capacity for tenant-free users are restricted by smaller value 

between the pre-assigned percentages of the tenant-free users or the actual leftovers from the 

primary users. 

The formula could be described as: 

MIN ((MAX - PRU *(2* r+1)), (MAX*(1-pp))) 

 

There are 2 backup servers running as non-designated servers for all the users, furthermore, I 

am also suspecting the righteousness of having the pre-assigned servers at all.  

The formula is easily formed as: ({#current user numbers} +1) * (2*r+1) 

The formulas are comparing if the nodes are available   

 

The above described model structure is shown as below: 

 

Model 1:  

PRU: The number of Registered Primary Users  

TFU: The number of Tenant Free Users 

AU: The number of All the Users 

r: The max failure number allowed for each request 

PP: Pre-assigned partitioned Percentage for Primary User 

Max: The maximum capacity 

 

 

Designated Servers: 

 

Registered Primary User: 

 (PRU+TFU +1) * (2*r+1) < MAX 

 

Tenant-Free Users:  

(TFU + 1) * (2* r+1) < MIN ((MAX - PRU *(2* r+1)), (MAX*(1-pp))) 

 

 

Non-Designated Servers : 

 

(AU +1) * (2*r+1) < MAX 

 

 

3.2 Model 2: Estimated Queued Time for the Request 

 

Also referred in the section II, the client timed-out period will be a regulated 30 seconds. The 

client times out the initial request and immediately start another possibly-fail-again retry 

registration request without knowing the promising anticipating time for retry.   
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The noteworthy part of the Modal 2 is the variable FTN: estimated Failure Trials on 

Approaching Processing Servers. If the architecture designed better, one user registration 

request should go for more than two processing servers. And in the extreme condition, when 

there were no piled-up queues, but somehow all the first trials on 5 processing servers failed 

and EQT is much smaller than 30 seconds. Should I allow the load balance to recheck the 

freed-up servers before handing out a failure response?   

 

The Model 2 is shown as below: 

 

Model 2: 

ProcTime: estimated Processing Time of each Request 

ATT: estimated Alien Transmission Time of each Request 

ITT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request 

request: the number of the Requests  

FTN:  estimated Failure Trial on Approaching Processing Servers 

EQT: estimated Queued Time for the Request  

 

EQT = [(FTN + 1) * (2 * ITT + ProcTime) + 2* ATT ] * request 

 

3.3 Model 3: Improved Estimated Queued Time for the Request using the new 

Architecture 

 

All the background information for Model 3 is similar to Model 2. I’m trying to generate an 

Estimated Queue Time for the Request Responding Process while introducing of the switch 

explore to the Central base in the new architecture as showed in Figure 2 in the section II. 

 

Both Model 2 and Model 3 is supposed to be less than 30 seconds according to the non-

functional requirements. 

 

The Model 3 is shown as below: 

 

Model 3: 

maxUserNumber: A user manual input figure or default as 300 users 

ProcTime: estimated Processing Time of each Request 

SPT: estimated Processing Time of each Request inside Switch Server 

DQT: estimated Processing Time of each Query to the Central Database  

ATT: estimated Alien Transmission Time of each Request 

ITT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request 

LBTT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request inside Load Balancer 

request: the number of the Requests  

FTN:  estimated Failure Trial on Approaching Processing Servers 

EQT: estimated Queued Time for the Request  

 

EQT = [(FTN + 1) * (2 * BLTT + 4 * ITT )  +  ProcTime + SPT + DQT + ATT ] * request + 

 (maxUserNumber -1) * (SPT + DQT) 
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4. Design Decision 
 

According to the models and system’s exclusivity described above, in order to stimulate a 

registration server system. I will need to implement the simulation using my own interface. 

 

4.1 Programming language 

 

The software of the implemented simulation is going to be based on a node project using 

JavaScript and React Framework to form a web application.  

 

React Framework bundles with a lot of chart and graph illustration libraries, when the 

variable changes, the data change could be easily illustrated and updated in the real time. 

 

The web application will be all platform friendly, which means anyone can access the User 

interface without concerning if they are running on the Windows, Linux, MACOS and all 

other React friendly portable devices.  

 

As the failure result of previous study, I find out that using React/Chart and other graphic 

libraries are not currently supported in the React/TypeScript project since the strict data type 

check. Therefore, I browsed more online libraries for Custom Data Illustration and choose 
Google Graph API for this semester, as it is free for all the non-commercial users and 

actually dose greater illustration for the data to show my simulation result as a robust tool. 

 

4.2 Constants and Options 

 

Most constant variables are preset from the Splunk running result of the server performance 

study:  

  

Model 1: 

1. MAX: the maximum capacity, since the limitation for the infrastructure. 

 

Model 2: 

1. ProcTime: the processing time and the transmission time in the worst scenarios will be 

taking as constants from Splunk Result 

2. ATT: estimated Alien Transmission Time of each Request from Splunk Result  

3. ITT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request from Splunk Result 

 

Model 3: 

1. ProcTime: the processing time and the transmission time in the worst scenarios will be 

taking as constants from Splunk Result 

2. ATT: estimated Alien Transmission Time of each Request from Splunk Result  

3. ITT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request from Splunk Result 

4. LBTT: estimated Internal Transmission Time of each Request inside Load Balancer 

5. SPT: estimated Processing Time of each Request inside Switch Server 

6. DQT: estimated Processing Time of each Query to the Central Database 
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Here are the listed of options in both models could be edited by the users: 

 

Model 1:  

• PRU: The number of Registered Primary Users should be able to switch from 1 to 

30,000; 

• TFU: From 29,999 to 0 as a reverse from the primary users, may all the enterprise 

users in the system are primary users; 

• AU: The number of All the Users on un-designated servers can be any number from 0 

to 30,000; 

• r: currently the maximum registered devices is 5, there were a point that the number 

was 20 since people always forgetting to logout and session retiring mechanism was 

not implemented, I would suggest the number at least from 2 devices and above.  

• PP: Pre-assigned partitioned Percentage for Primary User could be anywhere from 

0% to 100%. In the extreme cases, all the pre-designated servers are only for primary 

users. 

 

 

Model 2: 

• request: can be pretty random from user behaviors 

• FTN:  estimated Failure Trial on Approaching Processing Servers, the user may 

exhaust all the servers or in loop-detection mode before hitting any carriable servers.  

 

 Model 3: 

• request: can be pretty random from user behaviors 

• FTN:  estimated Failure Trial on Approaching Processing Servers, the user may 

exhaust all the servers or in loop-detection mode before hitting any carriable servers.  

• maxUserNumber:  mannully input by the maximum user number for the server, with 

a default value 300, since the current testing user pool is 300. 

 

4.3 User Interface and functions 

 

The participated simulation User Interface (or UI) will be displayed in a web page as in a 

web application, including an interactive form for user to type down some randomized input. 

Then I will show dedicated illustrations for the servers’ capacity and processing animation 

for request processing.  
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Figure 3. Project Interface Illustration 

 

 

 

There will be a simple analytical description on the top of the application for browsing 

Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 simulations.  

 

On each of the stimulation page, I would prefer having the user input form on the top of 

the page and the simulation to be shown on the same web page; however, if the 

illustration goes too out of the scale, I will have to open a new window for the graphic 

illustration. To be more specifically:  

 

On Model 1 Simulation, I will use text to show the designated servers and regular servers 

when holding two types of the users and the health condition of the server.  

 

On Model 2 Simulation, I will use an animated progress bar for the estimated Queued 

Time for the Request. 
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On Model 3 Simulation, I will also use an animated progress calculation for the new 

estimation of the Request Queue Time using the new Architecture. 

 

 Both Progress rendering will be using Material-UI. 

  

As an additional improvement to my project from last semester, this simulation now 

supports both Print and Download functions for further data analysis. 

 

When the user clicks, print the information on the page could be output as below: 

 
 

When the user clicks Download, all the previous auto-generated or manually inputted  

tests will be print out in a txt format file documented in JSON format showed as 

following: 

 
 

All the tested figures from all models will be logged on the bottom of the application 

page, so that the user can click buttons to revive the tested stimulations and /or save the 
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stimulation results to local file folders or send those results to the preferred email 

addresses with proper internet connection. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

Last semester, I studied the registration server system using a real-time simulation I built 

previously. 

 

From the final result of the last project, I learned that the registration server system is 

complicated and challenging, since the current access nodes of all the server are very limited and 

always causing registration stalling experience for non-primary users because of the primary 

users have higher queue order in all the queue lists of the system, which suggests that we need 

more processing servers at the end. 

 

Therefore, no matter if the company eliminate the logic differences between the Primary 

Designated Servers and the Random Servers, the problem will remain. 

 

The partition of different kinds of servers actually some-what guarantee the services for all the 

paid enterprise-users besides its economic and publicity meanings.  

 

Therefore, I choose a different route to reduce the requests load directly comes to the Load 

Balancer- Registration Server component by introducing a Switch server for filtering and 

querying shallowing for the user registration information.  

 

The new architecture is tested in a user pool of 300 in a new virtual registration server system 

with the same rate of access nodes and I can see a clear improvement of the process time since 

the benefits of splitting the functions of the older Load Balancer and enabling the multi-threads.  

 

I’ve already seen the betterments and improvements during the practice, with the Real-time 

simulation estimation  

 

In this semester, I am still allowing both manual input and randomized tests case in the 

simulation, while providing comparison illustration of the system performances in two different 

architecture. 

 

The simulation results are all with the extreme conditions or in the worst scenarios, so that the 

architectures and all related stakeholders would be able to know the superior advantages of the 

new architecture. 

 

Meanwhile, I fully understand that introducing the Switch Server and the Collaboration Server 

will impose an economic concern which may be very costly to the enterprise, which changed my 

original proposal of  “a more reasonable partitioned percentage should be assigned or a better 

load balance structure to be adopted or a simple favor of just buying more processing servers” 

to where to use the new servers in the most economic ways and find new purposes to the old 

servers. 
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Overall The study of the registration server system targets to improve ultimate user experiences 

as before. 

 

Since I’m using a data size much smaller than the enterprise-level data size. Therefore, I would 

face much less complications or aspects of the enterprise-level problem and my limit study will 

be theoretical than practical. However, the limitation of my study actually triggers more 

enthusiasms for me to study the registration server system. 

 

I would like to bring more possibilities of the new architecture and logics to this registration 

server system, which I will explore in the further study in the near future. 
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